Converting Poa Greens to Bentgrass: The Dream...and the Reality
by Larry J. Stowell, Ph.D. and Wendy Gelernter, Ph.D.

"It can't be done with our current technology", is a quote that you can bank on. That is the conclusion that has been drawn through review of key scientific publications, conversations with superintendents and the results of two simple experiments at Mesa Verde Country Club. Not only will you be unable to convert a poa green to predominantly bentgrass, but if you have a bentgrass green, you will have a difficult time preventing conversion to poa. These are not unexpected results, just disappointing. Read on to decide for yourself whether these statements hold up under your scrutiny.

Background: *Poa annua* (poa) putting greens can provide a premium golfing experience during most of the year in the cooler regions of California. Unfortunately, during the spring (and throughout the year in some locations), seed production can result in uneven greens surfaces. Likewise, when summer irrigation, traffic, compaction and salinity take their toll, by the fall poa can again become a bumpy and frustrating surface for golfers. *Agrostis palustris* (bentgrass), on the other hand, has greater salt tolerance, deeper roots (sometimes), and frequently survives when poa dies. It is the summer and fall survival advantage that bentgrass provides compared to poa that has resulted in the dream of converting poa greens to bentgrass.

This Insights will illustrate why in reality, attempts at converting poa greens to bentgrass have failed in the past. It will also describe why it is unlikely given current knowledge and technology that we will be able to convert existing poa greens to a variety of turfgrass that does not produce seed when mowed at 1/8 inch. Finally, the results of a recent research trial conducted at Dove Canyon Country Club that evaluated two products -- Dimension and Prograss -- for control of poa on a predominantly bentgrass green will be presented.

The Problem: In 1995, the PACE Turfgrass Research Institute (PTRI) Research Committee identified conversion of poa greens to bentgrass as a research priority. Complete conversion from poa into bentgrass was not essential but increasing bentgrass populations from near zero to 50% was desirable. Moreover, conversion would have to take place while the green was still in play.

The poa seed bank: In order to understand the hurdles that an overseeding program must overcome, we need to understand first why poa is so successful. First and foremost, poa is an extremely active seed producer, which means that there are always high numbers of poa seeds in the soil waiting to germinate when the conditions are right. The poa seed in the soil is frequently referred to as the poa seed bank (Figure 1). The most important point illustrated in this figure is that even though there are a variety of ways in which poa seed gets "withdrawn" from the seed bank, the plant is such a prolific producer of seed that the "deposits" always far outweigh the "withdrawals". In fact, based upon research conducted by Gaussion and Branham, a poa soil seed bank can range between about 2 and 14 million seeds per 1000 square feet of soil in the top three inches (Gaussion and Branham, 1989). In contrast, the conventional bentgrass overseeding rate is 1.75 lbs of seed per 1000 sq ft, or about 9 million bentgrass seeds per 1000 sq ft. In other words, the number of poa seeds in the soil is often equal to, or even higher than the number of bentgrass seeds applied in overseeding programs.

Figure 1. Life-cycle of *Poa annua* (poa). The poa seed bank increases by deposits of seed in the soil. In order to reduce the seed bank, seed can either be removed (via clippings removal) from the plant to prevent a deposit, or once the seed has been deposited, it can be withdrawn by insects, disease, old age, and possibly using herbicides (not practical yet). Another method of reducing deposits into the seed bank is to kill the seed producing poa plant.
Tipping the scales: To be successful, a bentgrass overseeding program must tip the scales in favor of bentgrass compared to poa. This sometimes occurs in the fall when poa has succumbed to high salinity and has died. Drilling in bentgrass seed or broadcasting bentgrass seed over a verticut green sometimes leads to establishment in areas where the poa has been killed. However, these areas seem to revert to poa when environmental conditions become favorable for germination of poa seed in the seed bank. Seldom does the drilled or overseeded area remain bentgrass. The reason once again lies in the relative competitiveness of poa seed in the seed bank compared to bentgrass plants.

Poa plants -- worthy adversaries: In addition to having to compete with the poa seed bank, bentgrass also has to compete with the very high density, competitive stands that the poa plant produces. Studies conducted by PTRI revealed there are about 19 million poa plants per 1000 sq ft of greens surface. Poa may have an additional competitive edge due to the production of materials called allelochemicals which have been shown (Brede and Harris, 1987) to inhibit the growth of bentgrass and other turfgrasses. However, more research would be needed to determine whether allelochemicals are at work in our system here in California.

Poa can invade bentgrass greens through a variety of avenues, not the least of which is through transfer of poa seed on equipment and shoes. In a 1995 study conducted by Harivandi and Hagan (Harivandi and Hagan, 1995) it was illustrated just how difficult it is for bentgrass to compete with poa. These researchers evaluated about 20 bentgrass varieties for their ability to ward off invasion by poa under sand greens maintenance conditions. They found that poa was able to invade all varieties of bentgrass, with a range of competitive bentgrass displacement between 10% and more than 50% within three years. Using these figures, the best case scenario is that poa would displace about 3.33% of the bentgrass plants per year (10% poa invasion in the 3 years the trial was in place) and it would take more than 16 years to convert a green to 50% poa. In the worst case scenario, a bentgrass green would be converted entirely to poa within 6 years. Thus, even under ideal conditions for bentgrass growth and development, poa is capable of invading and displacing bentgrass plants. This factor combined with the presence of a poa seed bank reveals why conversion of a green from poa to bentgrass is unlikely using current knowledge and technologies.

Results from Mesa Verde Country Club: In PTRI overseeding studies conducted at Mesa Verde Country Club with the cooperation of Reed Yenny, Superintendent, bentgrass seed rates of 9 million seeds per 1000 sq ft (1.75 lbs Southshore seed/1000 sq ft) and 41 million seeds per 1000 sq ft (8 lbs Southshore seeds/1000 sq ft) were evaluated. The details of the studies will be presented in the 1996 PTRI Annual Report, but the bottom line is that none of the bentgrass-overseeded poa plots demonstrated significant increases in bentgrass populations. Why wasn’t the extremely high rate of 41 million bentgrass seeds per 1000 sq ft successful? Probably all of the factors described above, including competition with the high density, already established stand of poa plants, as well as with germinating seeds from the poa seed bank. Whatever the reasons, under almost any experimental or real-life regime, it appears that poa always wins hands down when it is matched with bentgrass.

Preventing poa invasion into bentgrass -- the influence of bentgrass varieties: What was the difference between bentgrass varieties tested by Harivandi (see above) that caused different levels of poa invasion to occur? It appears to be turfgrass quality. Harivandi and Hagan noted that there appeared to be a correlation between turf quality and percent poa invasion. However, they did not analyze the data to determine if there were correlations between turf quality and poa invasion. When Harivandi and Hagan's data was analyzed by PTRI, their observations were confirmed (Figure 2). Varieties with higher quality ratings demonstrated lower levels of poa invasion.

Figure 2. Correlation between bentgrass variety quality rating and poa invasion (California quality ratings). When bentgrass variety quality ratings increase, poa invasion decreases. None of the varieties completely prevented poa invasion. An estimated quality rating of greater than 6.7 is needed to prevent poa invasion for three years. Data from Harivandi and Hagan, 1995.

In addition to the quality ratings collected in California, Harivandi and Hagan also examined the NTEP (National Turfgrass Evaluation Program) average quality ratings for the varieties evaluated in California. They found that a similar relationship between turf
quality and poa invasion also existed (Figure 3). In both cases, a quality rating close to 7 was needed to prevent poa invasion for three years. Unfortunately, none of the varieties tested reported an average quality rating of greater than 7 and all varieties reported significant poa invasion during the three years the study was conducted.

Figure 3. Correlation between bentgrass variety quality rating and poa invasion (NTEP quality ratings). When bentgrass variety quality ratings increase, poa invasion decreases. None of the varieties completely prevented poa invasion. An estimated quality rating of greater than 6.9 is needed to prevent poa invasion for three years. Data from Harivandi and Hagan, 1995.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment (oz/1000 x No. applications)</th>
<th>% Poa Control</th>
<th>% Bentgrass Damage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dimension 1.5 x 1</td>
<td>27 b</td>
<td>7 b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimension 3.0 x 1</td>
<td>27 b</td>
<td>5 b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prograss 1.5 x 2</td>
<td>97 c</td>
<td>10 b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prograss 1.5 x 3</td>
<td>100 c</td>
<td>28 c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prograss 3.0 x 2</td>
<td>100 c</td>
<td>57 d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prograss 3.0 x 3</td>
<td>100 c</td>
<td>77 e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-treated check</td>
<td>0 a</td>
<td>0 a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**What about improved poa varieties?** The primary goal of the bentgrass overseeding program is to improve the quality of the putting surface. One option is overseeding poa greens or replacing existing poa greens with an improved variety of poa that tolerates higher stress levels (heat, salinity, disease) and does not produce seed heads when mowed at green heights. This strategy depends upon effective overseeding and improved competition of the new variety compared to existing poa biotypes. Based upon the simple model presented earlier, it is unlikely that any turfgrass variety that is introduced into an existing poa green will be able to out compete the existing poa. The ability of existing poa plants to produce seed when mowed at 1/8 inch insures that current biotypes will persist until a turfgrass with higher reproductive ability (produces viable seeds when mowed at 1/8 inch) and competitive ability has been discovered. Therefore, new poa varieties should not be expected to perform better than bentgrass varieties in their ability to germinate and establish in an existing poa green.

**Poa management in new bentgrass greens:** There are currently no effective products for removing poa from bentgrass greens in the Southwest. Prograss is not labeled for use on greens and Dimension appears to be only partly effective. The alternatives are hand weeding or burning small poa plants out of the green before they begin to produce seed. This is a labor intensive and expensive process but it can delay the invasion of poa.
A key step in preventing poa invasion of new bentgrass greens is to eliminate poa from the entire golf course. If the fairways and roughs are warm season turfgrasses such as bermudagrass, the non-overseeded bermudagrass can be treated with a variety of herbicides that will kill poa postemergence and/or will prevent germination as a preemergence treatment.

If fairways are cool season turfgrasses or overseeded with a cool season turfgrass such as ryegrass, the options for control of *Poa annua* are greatly reduced. In cases where overseeding is desired, consider alternating overseeding the fairways one year and the roughs in the alternate years. This will allow more aggressive poa control programs to be implemented in areas that are not overseeded. Prograss can be used for poa control in cool season turfgrass, however, prolonged repeated use of Prograss can lead to selection of poa biotypes that are resistant to this herbicide. Alternating chemicals and areas that are overseeded and not overseeded (fairways and roughs) will help control poa on the entire course.

Preemergence herbicides, such as Betasan, can be used to prevent poa seed germination in a bentgrass green. The only concern using preemergence herbicides is that if existing bentgrass becomes damaged for some reason, the repair options are limited. This is because Betasan, or any preemergence herbicide will inhibit newly introduced seed from germinating and because bentgrass is slow to grow over damaged areas by stolons alone.

**Poa: will the nightmare end?** There are no simple solutions to the problems posed by annual bluegrass in California. In addition to searching for ways to fight poa, PTRI will continue to develop poa management systems that yield the highest quality poa greens possible. We will keep you up to date as research progress is made through PTRI and other studies.
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**GCSAA Chapter Cooperative Research Program Grant Status:** PTRI applied for a GCSAA grant to further study bentgrass overseeding into poa greens. The proposal was not funded due to concerns voiced by reviewers over sampling methods. PTRI plans to resubmit a bentgrass overseeding proposal that addresses these concerns.